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Introducing McPepe

The McDonald’s Pepe Frog meme crypto token
that’s going to have the crypto world ipping
burgers! McPepe is a one-of-a-kind digital asset 
that pays homage to the legendary Pepe Frog meme,
and everyone’s favorite fast-food chain – McDonald’s.
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About
Introducing McPepe – the McDonald’s Pepe Frog meme crypto token that’s going to have the cryptoworld ipping
burgers! McPepe is a one-of-a-kind digital asset that pays homage to the legendary Pepe Frog meme, and everyone’s
favorite fast-food chain – McDonald’s.

The McPepe token is built on the Binance blockchain, and is designed to provide a fun and engaging experience
for crypto investors and meme enthusiasts alike. The token’s value is linked to the popularity of the Pepe Frog
meme and McDonald’s brand, which means that it has the potential to grow rapidly in value.
But But McPepe isn’t just a meme token – it’s also a community. The McPepe team is dedicated to creating a thriving
community of like-minded individuals who share a love for memes, crypto, and fast food. Members of the McPepe
community will have exclusive access to a range of benets, including a private Discord channel, early access to
new features and products, and access to special events.

In addition to the McPepe token, the project is also creating a range of Pepe Frog and McDonald’s themed
merchandise, which will be available for purchase using McPepe tokens. This includes everything from t-shirts
and hats, to plush toys and phone cases.

OOverall, McPepe is a fun and exciting project that combines the best of both worlds – memes and crypto.
With its unique concept and dedicated community, McPepe is set to become one of the most popular meme tokens
on the market. So, come join the fun, grab yourself a McPepe token, and start ipping those burgers!
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TOKENOMICS

Name McPEPE

Symbol $McPEPE

Supply 1,000,000,000,000  

Contract   0x7ABe58349f38f6cc7cB0A07477fC5e89dC8c04B2

4% usdt rewards

4% marketing

2% LP burn
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ROADMAP

    Launch tg
    Launch website
    Publish whitepaper
    Audit
    Kyc
    Publish fairlaunch in pinksale
        Start marketing campaign
    Cmc and Cg listing
    Ave trending
    10,000 holders
    Open private channel for whales
    Launch staking
    CEX listing on Bitmart
        Banners on websites

    Asian marketing
    Partnership development
    Twitter trending
    Irl events
    40,000 holders
    Billboards in Asia and USA
    Utili    Utility development
    Team expansion
    Bridge to Eth
    Dubai Expo pod
    McPepe Merchandise

Phase 1 Phase 2
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PARTNERS



THANK YOU
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t.me/McPepeGlobal              twitter.com/Mcpepe_bsc
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